OSTIA. 3rd AGOSTO, 1930

Pink marble

Marble bases on west side of Bursaika.
Lucca Aug 1930

Wonders Treatment

Iron...

wood

metallic
plaster
architecture

Woot Iron Balcony seen at LUGARNO in Via Pessina
Aug 22 1930
Brescia  Aug 27th 1930

Wooden propely, covered way over old gateway
Arch in Via Museo
near Piazza del Popolo.
VENICE. SEPT. 1930.

Lion standing in
Arcades of Corsole
of the Dogs. Pal.

PAX TIBI GELI MAR STA CEE MEVS.
Casa d'Oro Venezia
15th Century Staircase

Staircase about 4' 2" wide. Sides of Risers and Treads are Enclosed by Grille and Exposed Kind of Grating on Some.
Stone Waterhead of the type used found in Venice, Vicenza and Verona, with cornice above.

Alternative top.
Ornamental Urn in Limestone

Pal: Grimani, Venice
Antique Shop

L.C. 1.75
1.1/2 Drawn
Sept. 1930
Pal Grande Venice antique shop.
Lion carved out of pink marble.
(Also typical of the kind used on the corners of balconies.)

Pal Grande Venice antique shop. Wood entrance door.

Note: panel places are planted on face of heavy battens which show on lintel.
Schoen Ambras Innsbruck

Wood external Staircase

4 1/2 x 4 1/2

3rd floor

Wood chandelier seen in Trachten Museum Innsbruck.

ETN
SIC 19
Iron generally about 3/16" thick flattened to 1/4" broad and worked to fine point at ends. Volute listed for scrolls.

NURNBERG Sept 1930
Iron Work in National Museum

ET IV
SLS 19
Consoli Palazzo Storno

Sotto. 28/11/50
Viterbo, April 1931

Handrail in stone
Steps up to bldg. with unfinished cloisters

Upper stop

Final
TEMPLE OF CONCORD, AGRIGENTUM
SECTIONS IN PROPORTION
19/6/31

SECTION B-B

SECTION A-A

Columns, 5 Diams high, No of flutes = 20
Column Heads 2
at base.

Recent Heads 18" x 18"

41"